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On behalf of the ‘Associazione Internazionale di Archaeologica Classica (AIAC)’ the 
19th International Congress for Classical Archaeology took place in Cologne and Bonn 
from 22 to 26 May 2018. It was jointly organized by the two Archaeological Institutes 
of the Universities of Cologne and Bonn, and the primary theme of the congress was 
‘Archaeology and Economy in the Ancient World’. In fact, economic aspects permeate 
all areas of public and private life in ancient societies, whether in urban development, 
religion, art, housing, or in death.
Research on ancient economies has long played a significant role in ancient history. 
Increasingly in the last decades, awareness has grown in archaeology that the material 
culture of ancient societies offers excellent opportunities for studying the structure, 
performance, and dynamics of ancient economic systems and economic processes. 
Therefore, the main objective of this congress was to understand economy as a central 
element of classical societies and to analyze its interaction with ecological, political, 
social, religious, and cultural factors. The theme of the congress was addressed to all 
disciplines that deal with the Greco-Roman civilization and their neighbouring cultures 
from the Aegean Bronze Age to the end of Late Antiquity.
The participation of more than 1.200 scholars from more than 40 countries demonstrates 
the great response to the topic of the congress. Altogether, more than 900 papers in 128 
panels were presented, as were more than 110 posters. The publication of the congress is 
in two stages: larger panels are initially presented as independent volumes, such as this 
publication. Finally, at the end of the editing process, all contributions will be published 
in a joint conference volume.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all participants and helpers of the 
congress who made it such a great success. Its realization would not have been possible 
without the generous support of many institutions, whom we would like to thank once 
again: the Universities of Bonn and Cologne, the Archaeological Society of Cologne, the 
Archaeology Foundation of Cologne, the Gerda Henkel Foundation, the Fritz Thyssen 
Foundation, the Sal. Oppenheim Foundation, the German Research Foundation (DFG), 
the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), the Romano-Germanic Museum 
Cologne and the LVR-LandesMuseum Bonn. Finally, our thanks go to all colleagues and 
panel organizers who were involved in the editing and printing process.
Bonn/Cologne, in August 2019
Martin Bentz & Michael Heinzelmann
PREFACE

Rethinking Early Money and the State
Elon D. Heymans – Marleen K. Termeer
Abstract
In ancient studies, money, and especially coinage, has been predominantly associated 
with the state, in theoretical opposition to the market. In this paper, we argue that 
a strong focus on the state as a context for the appearance of early money may 
obscure our understanding of the range of different ways, in which money as an 
innovation, could be anchored and socially embedded. This is illustrated by two case 
studies. In the Iron Age eastern Mediterranean, it was the collapse of state control 
and its effects on trade networks at the end of the LBA, rather than a process of state 
formation, that led to a proliferation of the use of (precious) metal as a means of 
exchange. In early Roman Italy, the adoption of coinage was not so much a result of 
internal developments in the Roman state, but rather a way to facilitate interaction 
with others on the Italian peninsula.
Introduction
As one of the most enduring icons of economic life, money has been a common feature 
and central focus in complex societies from antiquity to the present. Arguably, it 
gained weight as a key feature of Mediterranean economies in the course of the first 
millennium BC, mostly in the form of coinage. But money is more than just coin, 
and its significance more pervasive than just to the strict sphere of what is usually 
known as ‘the economy’. In this session, we aimed to bring together papers that 
explore how a more inclusive understanding of early money can shed new light 
on ancient economies and the diverse social and political realities to which they 
belonged. 
Our main interest, as reflected by the papers, was to explore critical perspectives 
on the relation between money and the state, in order to problematize presumed 
state control of money in society, and to foster an understanding of the role played 
by money in ancient society and economic history that does not need to be imposed 
top-down. More specifically, we are interested in whether the state was critical in 
promoting the social, political and economic innovation represented by new forms 
of money. In other words: to what extent were early forms of money anchored in 
state authorization, and what other anchoring devices may have been at play as 
alternatives, or in addition to the state and its symbols of power? 
In this introductory paper, we will offer some background to the relevance of 
this general theme, illustrated by two case studies from our own research. We will 
conclude with a brief outlook to the papers of the session.
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Background
As a framework for our session, we offer a brief overview of how scholarship has 
generally reflected on the forces deemed responsible for creating money and its 
value, focusing on the contexts or circumstances that may explain its rise within 
society. While tied as an integral and iconic element to what is commonly referred 
to as the economy, money has been regarded one of the more prominent means 
for political entities – states – to assert themselves, i.e. by controlling the issue of 
coinage and exploiting them as media for political messages. It is therefore hardly 
surprising that money as an innovation in the embedded economies of the ancient 
Mediterranean has been predominantly associated with the state, in theoretical 
opposition to the market. We wish to subject this assumed relation between the 
spread of early forms of money and the state to debate.
In doing so, we are indebted to the work of anthropologist Keith Hart, who in 
his 1986 seminal paper dissected modern understandings of money as being either 
created by the market or created by the state. He wrote:
Look at a coin from your pocket. On one side is “heads” – the symbol of the 
political authority, which minted the coin; on the other side is “tails” – the precise 
specification of the amount the coin is worth as payment in exchange. One side 
reminds us that states underwrite currencies and that money is originally a relation 
between persons in society, a token perhaps. The other reveals the coin as a thing, 
capable of entering into definite relations with other things.1 
As Hart explains, money is a token, but at the same time it is also a commodity. The 
rigid opposition that Hart criticizes in his analysis of the late-nineteenth- and twentieth-
century discourse on money can also be observed in the way money in the ancient 
world has been approached. Especially in conceptualizing the rise, development and 
spread of money in ancient economies, the state has often been regarded as a driving 
force – think of the prominence accredited to the Greek poleis and the Roman emperors 
in the ancient history of money. But to what extent is that characterization apt?
No one challenges the fact that where we see big states in antiquity, we often (though 
not always) observe active state involvement with the issue, regulation and circulation 
of money. But if state institutions and its policies are less articulate, does this mean that 
there can be no money, in whatever form? Or, if this is too radical a consequence, how 
should we conceptualize the ways in which the value of money is constructed?
We contend that, like other commodities, money is subject to what anthropologist 
Arjun Appadurai referred to as “the politics of value”, meaning that the production, 
circulation and use of money – whether metal bullion, coin, or other ‘money-stuff’ – 
were part of political and social strategies employed by agents within society.2 Money 
was sanctioned for use and its value was constructed through exchanges and payments, 
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anchored in a range of specific contexts such as religion and cultic institutions, cultural 
and colonial interactions, elite strategies, military or economic expansion, and in the 
articulation of political messages. What follows is that while the use of money is always 
an expression of power, this power need not emanate from the state, but is part of the 
interplay between people and groups in society.
Current Approaches 
We aim to return such theoretical considerations to the center of the debate about 
money in antiquity. It seems perhaps that archaeologists and historians of the ancient 
world have developed some sort of discomfort with money as a theoretical concept of 
relevance to the study of the ancient world. Although Sitta von Reden’s recent handbook 
offers a valuable overview of the main body of research on money in antiquity,3 money 
is conspicuously absent from several of the general syntheses of the ancient economy. 
For example, the 2007 Cambridge Economic History of the Greco-Roman World does not 
have a chapter on money,4 and the eleven main themes pre-formulated by the AIAC 
organization for this congress referred to money only rather indirectly.
That is not to say, of course, that nothing interesting is happening in this regard. 
We would like to point out three recently edited volumes that present a wide range of 
case studies that deal with the materiality of money and its diverse historical and social 
contexts, and place it alongside other exchange modalities, such as gift or commodity 
exchange.5 In doing so, they emphasize that value is created through social processes 
to which materiality forms an integral part. As far as we are concerned, this should be 
central in the discourse on money, thereby contrasting with economic and sociological 
approaches that tend to see money as an abstraction.6 
In line with this, we feel the need to emphasize the obvious, that money is more 
than just coin. It may take many shapes and feature in diverse settings that do not 
necessarily resemble the well-known state currencies of classical Athens or imperial 
Rome. Certainly, these examples, while most prominent in our perception, are not 
representative of money in antiquity. Accordingly, our focus is not on coinage as a 
material category within a specialized discourse, but on early money in its wider social 
settings and the question what it can tell us about the organization of communities and 
related political dynamics.
Goal of the Session
This brings us to the observation that we need to direct our efforts towards those areas, 
periods and practices that are generally considered as located at the fringe of ‘the 
ancient economy’ (with its focus on the classical periods of ancient history) in order to 
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understand the diversity of ancient money. It is in this regard perhaps no coincidence that 
we were both trained not as numismatists or economic historians, but as archaeologists 
of pre-classical periods, focusing respectively on the eastern Mediterranean, and on 
pre-Roman and early Roman Italy. From this perspective, it often seems that the more 
we enter the historical periods, the stronger the tendency to conceptualize society 
and economy as ‘modern’. This has an effect on the ways money is conceptualized as 
well. At the same time, archaeologists of earlier periods have been equally reluctant to 
engage with a concept that seems overtly modernist. These attitudes have only served to 
reinforce a primitivist-modernist divide that is not conducive to a better understanding 
of ancient money. We strongly feel that there is room for improvement.
In the remainder of this paper, we use examples from our own research to suggest 
that a strong focus on the state as a context for the appearance of early money may 
obscure our understanding of the different ways in which money could be socially 
embedded.
Case Study: Pre-Coinage Money in the Eastern Mediterranean
The first case is taken from the doctoral research of the first author, dealing 
with the history of money in the eastern Mediterranean Iron Age.7 This project 
focused on forms of money preceding coinage. As is well known, the ancient 
Near East has a long history of using uncoined precious metal, particularly 
silver, for carrying out transactions and making payments, going back to the 
third millennium BC.8 This is not a continuous practice though, and there were 
times, such as in Babylonia during the Kassite period, when silver was largely 
absent from circulation.9 However, in the area of the southern Levant (modern 
Israel/Palestine), from the end of the Late Bronze Age to the end of the Iron Age 
(ca. 1200–600 BC), evidence for the use of silver as a form of money is known 
through a series of hoards.10 These consist mostly of cut and broken pieces of 
silver, conventionally known as hacksilber. The aim of the project was in part 
to study the use of silver money as reflected by these hoards and to place this 
within a social and historical context. What follows is a short outline of part of 
the results. 
During the Late Bronze Age, silver hoards are mostly absent from the archaeological 
record of the Levant. A rare example is the gold and silver scrap found in the Uluburun 
shipwreck, dated around 1300, and likely used for on-the-side transactions by its 
crew. Then from the twelfth century, as the eastern Mediterranean enters a period 
of change and relative instability, silver hoards are known from Ugarit, Tell Basta in 
lower Egypt, and from the southern Levant for example at Beth Shean and Megiddo. 
Typical for these hoards is that they contain a relatively large amount of jewellery, 
or ornamental objects, together with ingots, and that the objects are relatively large 
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in size (fig. 1). The presence of large jewellery fragments or complete jewellery 
suggests that ornamental or prestige objects were increasingly appropriated for 
hoarding and exchange.11
This practice gains further weight in the Iron I period, as reflected by the hoards 
we have from the end of the Iron I – the tenth century. These hoards, for example 
from Megiddo, Tell Keisan and Beth Shean show a remarkably consistent picture: the 
hoards are now much more fragmented, with most of the objects weighing below 1 
gram, and this pattern continues into the Iron II A and B (fig. 2). Objects from these 
hoards were often broken in multiple instances, and show substantial traces of wear, 
indicating that even after fragmentation the objects must have circulated rather 
intensively (fig. 3).12
We thus observe a clear increase in the use of silver money from the Late Bronze 
Age into the Iron Age. Although this is not the place to address the historical context 
in full detail, the point to be made is that the rise of money-use is not paralleled by the 
appearance of a central authority that issues money, or is involved in stimulating or 
creating the stable circumstances for its use, but quite the opposite. In the Late Bronze 
Age, trade routes and harbours were secured by a central authority. In the southern 
Levant this role was taken up by the Egyptian imperial rule. However, in the course of 
the twelfth century the political hierarchy faced increasing pressure, and the Egyptians 
retreated from the region around the end of the century.13 The resulting instability of 
Fig. 1: Hoard from Tel Megiddo, ca. 1100 BC. 
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Fig. 2: Object weights on an ascending scale, from a hoard from Tel Megiddo, 
10th century BC.
trade networks appears to have stimulated a growing reliance on silver to carry out 
transactions and maintain a supply of goods.14
In short, this historical case shows that the circulation of money was not anchored in 
the rise of a central authority, but was prompted by its collapse.
Case Study: Early Roman Coinage
The second case focuses on the introduction of coinage as a new form of money 
in the Roman world. In this case, predefined ideas about money’s relation to 
society have been strong – more specifically: all coinage production is more or less 
automatically related to state initiatives.15 An argument can be made, however, that 
this perspective does not explain how the value of coinage as money was created in 
the early Roman world.
It is well known that coinage was adopted in the Roman world some three centuries 
after its first appearance in the Aegean. Importantly, even before coinage first appeared 
Rome was a strong political player in Italy, with developed institutions. This in itself 
should trigger our interest: apparently the adoption of coinage was not something that 
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Fig. 3: Traces of wear on two objects from a hoard from Tel Megiddo, 10th century BC. 
happened automatically when it was available: it must have been a conscious step. 
Most research of early Roman coinage, however, does seem to implicitly accept that 
the adoption of coinage was a kind of ‘natural development’: the question how, or why, 
coinage came to be accepted as a form of money has received remarkably little attention. 
This may be partly explained by a second common assumption: that coinage in the early 
Roman world functions as money because it was issued and authorized by the state. 
There are several reasons why these assumptions are problematic, based on the data 
that we have. A brief discussion of these problems here serves to show the need to re-
think the relationship between coinage and the state. 
First of all, in the usual understanding of a state-authorized coinage, we would 
expect standard types that would signal the coins as being authorized by the state.16 
Early Roman coinage, however, not only displays a variety of types, but even the use of 
different concepts of money: it consists of struck silver, struck bronze and cast bronze 
that have different circulation and consumption patterns. Moreover, Rome is only one 
of many coin producers in the Roman world. Many other communities – including 
colonies and allies of Rome - produced their own coinages in the third century BC.17 
While these colonial and allied coinages have generally been related to the political 
authority of the local community,18 we should realize that most of these productions 
must have been functional to an emerging Roman world.19
This is all the more relevant since it is very much an open question to what extent 
these local coinages were locally used. In a ‘normal’ case of state authorized coins, the 
coins would be legal tender within the state’s territory, and we would expect this to be 
the main area of circulation. For Rome’s own production, especially in silver, we know it 
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circulates to a large extent outside territories that fall directly under Roman authority.20 
For other Italic coinages, more research is needed to better understand which coinages 
circulated where, and, importantly, in which contexts they were used. In the case of 
the early Roman struck bronze coins, various scholars have noted that they are found 
rarely in settlement contexts, but mainly in sanctuaries.21 Rather than assuming that 
coins were used and had value mainly in a market context, this draws our attention to 
alternative ways in which coins may have been considered valuable. 
These observations suggest that state authorization may not have been crucial in 
creating the value of the first coins in the Roman world. Other cultural strategies and 
practices need to be taken into account in order to fully understand the relation between 
coinage production and the developing Roman state.22
Outlook
By briefly presenting these two case studies, different as they are, we hope to have made 
clear the need to rethink the relationship between coinage and the state more generally. 
The following papers furthermore demonstrate the wider relevance of this need, both 
geographically and chronologically, as well as thematically. It is welcome in this regard 
that the papers present case studies across traditional boundaries between the Greek 
and Roman world and even travel beyond the Mediterranean. 
The first paper by Nicholas Borek draws on several archaic Greek coin hoards 
from southern Italy. While the coins in these hoards are evidently minted by early 
Greek states (poleis), Borek shows that their relation to state control is hardly 
straightforward. His metrological analysis of several hoards suggests that the 
nominal or face value of the coins – assumed to be based on the state’s authority – 
did not necessarily supersede the intrinsic value of the silver from which they were 
made. The question remains how then state-minted coins were necessarily different 
in use from bullion. 
This notably contrasts with the adoption of coinage by two non-state societies, 
discussed by David Wigg-Wolf. In Germania, Roman Imperial precious metal coinage 
appears to have been appreciated particularly for its representative and symbolic 
characteristics, rather than simply as metal currency. While this emphasizes the token 
aspect of the coins, the Roman imperial authority that had produced these coins played 
no role in controlling their use across the limes. Wigg-Wolf compares this use of 
imported coinage in Germania, where no local coinage was produced, with late Iron 
Age Gaul, where local issues soon succeeded the initial use of imported coins. In this 
way, he illustrates the pluriform nature of the coinages adopted and the diverse ways in 
which they were used.
This diversity resonates with the complex Italic material presented by Andreas Murgan, 
who offers an insight into the various contexts in which both unminted bronze (aes rude) 
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and coins were employed, and the possible significance these different uses could have 
had. The prominence of non-state institutions, such as sanctuaries, in mandating the 
use and perhaps even production of money, and the deliberate choice made in certain 
contexts for currency that is not state-issued, challenges the homogeneity of money 
in first millennium BC Italy. Rather, it suggests a money economy in which different 
monies coexist and were used in different contexts and different purposes.
Merav Haklai turns things around: rather than taking off from the objects, she uses a 
philological approach to discuss the literary tradition surrounding the reforms by Servius 
Tullius, including his alleged monetary reform and installation of the comitia centuriata. Since 
the organization of this citizens’ assembly was based on a division in wealth classes, Haklai 
draws attention to the Roman state’s interest in measuring the wealth of its citizens and 
its tentative connection to monetary reform in a period before the introduction of coinage. 
Interestingly, structural similarities exist with the timocratic organization of political life in 
other contexts, such as the establishment of wealth classes under Solon in Athens. 
Finally, in the discussion paper, Nicola Terrenato draws out conclusions that place 
these contributions in the broader context of his recent reconsiderations of the state, 
focusing specifically on early Italy. Taking a deconstructive attitude towards the state, 
he identifies parallel developments in recent scholarship regarding the social context of 
early money use, which perhaps can be considered part of a larger shift in scholarship. 
By bringing these developments together, he elucidates the fundamental problems 
inherent to any a priori relation between money and the state.
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More than Just Coins:  
A Metrological Approach to Studying Coin Hoards  
from the Western Mediterranean c.550−480 BC
Nicholas Borek
Abstract
The value of a hoard was not always determined by the number of coins it contained but 
by the amount of silver it represented. This certainly appears to be true for coin hoards 
in the western Mediterranean during the archaic period. For this reason, it is important 
to consider the metrological rather than strictly numismatic aspects of these hoards. By 
analyzing their metrology, it could be possible to determine if the coins were counted 
or weighed. The results have broad implications. In particular, one of the traditional 
distinctions between bullion and coinage is that the value of a coin was guaranteed 
by the state so that there was no need for weighing it. However, some hoards suggest 
that their contents were in fact weighed like bullion. This indicates that the state’s 
‘guarantee’ of value was perhaps less entrenched and slower to take effect in local 
contexts than is normally assumed.
Introduction
Shortly after 550 BC, a handful of cities in southern Italy and Sicily began minting coins. 
Although they were not necessarily the first to use coins, these cities were certainly the 
first to produce their own coinage in the western Mediterranean region.1 However, they 
were not on their own for very long. By the end of the Archaic period, the practice of 
minting silver coins – and it was only silver coins being produced at this time – was 
taken up by other cities in southern Italy and Sicily as well as France and Spain. Almost 
as soon as these cities started minting coins, individuals started hoarding them. The 
oldest surviving hoards turn up a few decades after the first coins were struck and occur 
with increasing frequency towards the end of the Archaic period. In fact, while there are 
perhaps less than 10 from the sixth century BC, the number of hoards from the first half 
of the fifth century BC is closer to 50.2 
Considering the paucity of evidence from the Archaic period, coin hoards are an 
important source of information about the early use of coinage in the region. One 
way of tracking the use of coinage is by looking at the various find contexts or the 
contents of hoards. For example, circulation patterns can be deduced by the appearance 
of hoards or finds in urban or rural contexts.3 Elsewhere, hoards left behind as votive 
offerings at sanctuaries or cemeteries show a very different kind of use.4 What is found 
in these hoards also varies greatly. Sizes range from a small fistful to hundreds of coins.5 
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Table 1: Southern Italy, pre-1903 (IGCH no. 1879).
Additionally, while some hoards contain coins from one denomination or mint, others 
feature many different denominations and mints.6 Sometimes they are even found with 
other objects like bullion, jewellery, or statues.7
All of these examples show how the use of coins by individuals or social groups 
could vary at this time. However, the objective of this paper is to explore how coin use 
might be understood further by scrutinizing the metrology of hoards, including weight 
standards, individual weights of coins, and combined weights of coins.8 This approach 
is significant because it leads to a reconsideration of not only how coins were used at 
the time but also the relationship between early money and the state. It also has some 
limitations. In particular, information about coin hoards is not always available or it is 
unreliable and outdated. This means that many details have been lost or the contents 
are simply unknown. In fact, it would be optimistic to say that half of the hoards from 
this period are complete, or mostly complete, and published. In consideration of this 
unfortunate reality, some caution is required when dealing with the metrology of hoards.
Analysis
Rather than attempt to cover all hoards, the aim is to pick out a few and make some 
observations about the use of coins in the western Mediterranean based on their 
metrological profiles. A useful place to start is by comparing two hoards that have the 
same approximate burial date (c. 480/470 BC) and were found in southern Italy (Tables 
1 and 2). The first hoard (southern Italy, pre-1903)9 is made up of 5 staters from various 
mints in southern Italy while the second (Muro Leccese 1996)10 contains 5 staters and 5 
diobols. On the surface, the composition of these hoards is different. Not only does the 
first hoard contain fewer coins but also its contents have a lower face value, which is 
the denominational value placed on coins by the minting authority or state. Simply put, 
the face value of the first hoard was 5 staters and the second was 5 staters and 5 diobols.
Setting aside their face values, it is worthwhile to think about how much silver each 
hoard actually contained. In fact, the total amount of silver is close. The combined weight 
of the 5 staters from the first hoard is 40.28g while the 5 staters (35.06g) and 5 diobols 
(4.90g) from second amount to 39.96g. What is striking is that the first hoard contained 
slightly more silver despite having a lower face value. The reason for this is found in 
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Table 2: Muro Leccese 1996.
the weights of the coins. Although they were all struck on the same ‘Achaean’ standard, 
the average weight of the staters in the first hoard is 8.06g whereas the average of the 
staters in the second is only 7.01g. Since the theoretical weight of an Achaean stater 
was 8.05g, this means that the weight of the 5 staters in the first hoard (40.28g) is almost 
exactly the same as the theoretical weight of 5 staters on the Achaean standard (5 x 8.05 
= 40.25g) but the 5 staters from the second (35.06g) are well below it.11
By adding the weight of the diobols (4.90g) to the staters in the second hoard, not 
only is this discrepancy reduced but also the total weight of the hoard approximates the 
theoretical weight of 5 Achaean staters. In this way, it seems that these hoards represent 
two different ways of achieving the same result – a sum of silver that is equivalent to 
the weight of 5 staters on the Achaean standard. On the one hand, there are 5 staters 
that were possibly up to 50 years old and underweight, which meant that 5 diobols were 
added to make up the difference. On the other hand, there are 5 staters that were also as 
much as 50 years old but not underweight. In fact, their average weight almost perfectly 
matches the theoretical weight of an Achaean stater. Moreover, the range of weights 
is narrow (8.00−8.10g), which suggests that they were intentionally kept because they 
were so close to the theoretical standard. This is crucial because it means that for both 
hoards the emphasis was the intrinsic value of the coins – their weight in silver – rather 
than the extrinsic or face value of the coins – their value according to the institution 
issuing them.
The same could be said for the two oldest hoards in southern Italy, both of which 
show very different metrological profiles. The first was unearthed near the town of 
Sambiase in 1959 and is probably the only hoard buried before 510 BC in the region.12 
Sambiase 1959/1961 consists of 56 staters and 3 stater fragments from Sybaris, 2 
staters and 1 stater fragment from Corinth, as well as a ‘chunk’ of silver cut from a 
larger ingot.13 Setting aside the ingot fragment, what is striking about the weights 
of the coins is that they are both so low and variable (fig. 1). The average weight 
of the 56 Sybarite staters (7.14g) is nearly a full gram below the theoretical weight 
standard of an Achaean stater. The histogram in fig. 1 also shows that their weights 
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Fig. 1: Weights of Staters from Sybaris in Sambiase 1959/1961 (IGCH no. 1872).
fluctuate greatly between 4.45g and 9.03g. Similarly, the 2 staters from Corinth 
weigh 7.86g and 8.12g, both of which are well below the theoretical weight standard 
of a Corinthian stater (8.72g).
By comparison, the second oldest hoard in southern Italy (c.  510−500 BC) shows 
something very different. This hoard was discovered near S. Nicola di Amendolara in 
1976 and contains 34 staters as well as 8 drachms from 3 different mints.14 Like most of 
Sambiase 1959/1961, all of the coins in Amendolara 1976 were struck on the Achaean 
standard. However, the weights of the staters found in this hoard are radically different 
from Sambiase 1959/1961 (fig. 2). Not only is the average weight of the coins high 
– 8.10g is actually above the theoretical weight standard of an Achaean stater – but 
also the range of weights is narrow (7.56−8.49g) in comparison to Sambiase 1959/1961 
(4.45−9.03g). In fact, there is a very distinct cluster of coins that weigh near the Achaean 
standard with no significant outliers like in Sambiase 1959/1961. Moreover, it should be 
emphasized that this is the theoretical standard for Achaean staters. In reality, Achaean 
staters seem to have been struck at an average weight of 7.8−8.0g, which makes a 
distribution of this many staters above the theoretical standard seem more deliberate 
than accidental.15
Two hoards, two very different metrological profiles. While the weights of 
the staters in Sambiase 1959/1961 are low and erratic, those in Amendolara 1976 
are high and consistent. Why are they so different? In the case of Amendolara 
1976 (and southern Italy, pre-1903), it seems that the coins were kept deliberately 
because they were near the Achaean weight standard. As for Sambiase 1959/1961, 
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Fig. 2: Weights of Staters from Croton, Metapontum, and Sybaris in Amendolara 1976 
(CH 7 no. 9).
it is possible that the hoarders  were simply less scrupulous.16 However, another 
way of looking at Sambiase 1959/1961 is not through the individual or average 
weights of the coins but by their combined weight. By adding together the weight 
of the 56 staters and 3 stater fragments from Sybaris (402g) and dividing them by 
the theoretical Achaean standard (8.05g), the sum is an almost improbably exact 50 
staters. Similarly, the combined weight of the 2 staters and stater fragment from 
Corinth (17.41g) also divides equally by the Corinthian standard (8.72g), making 2 
staters on the Corinthian standard.
Unless these results are just a coincidence, it would suggest the coins in Sambiase 
1959/1961 (and Muro Leccese 1996) were weighed en masse to achieve the desired 
sums. Admittedly, this interpretation is open to various problems, but similar 
calculations have shown that bullion hoards and vessels made out of precious 
metals could be reckoned like this.17 Either way, the real point of this exercise is to 
ask if hoarders at this time viewed their coins in terms of their intrinsic or extrinsic 
value. Perhaps one clue is the bronze weight found near ancient Sybaris and dated 
to the sixth century BC.18 This weight is marked by letters designating an unknown 
unit of 30. In fact, the weight of this object (80.55g) provides the answer. Dividing it 
by 30 gives the exact weight (2.69g) of a drachm on the Achaean standard. Since a 
drachm was worth a third of the stater, this weight represents both 30 drachms and 
10 staters on the Achaean standard.19 An object like this certainly could have been 
used for weighing out both bullion and coins.20 
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Conclusions
Having reviewed a few different hoards, it remains to be seen how all of this is 
significant or what it means. Firstly, in addition to the case studies presented in this 
paper, there are potentially more hoards from this period with similar metrological 
profiles – either the average weight of the coins is above their theoretical weight 
standard or the total weight appears to divide into a ‘whole’ sum.21 This suggests 
that there existed a more widespread pattern of this behavior at the time, especially 
considering that these metrological profiles do not seem to occur in hoards after the 
middle of the fifth century BC. However, it is also important to note that there are 
hoards from this period that do not fit either metrological profile. This is explained 
by the general nature of hoarding since not all hoards represent one sum, but can 
be an accumulation that was added to or taken away from over time. This means 
that the sum of the hoard would not necessarily add up to a whole number like 5, 
10, or 50.
Finally, it is necessary to address how this material relates to early money and 
the state. In order to do this, it helps to consider how it suggests coins were used as 
money during this period, at least when it comes to hoarding. One of the frequently 
cited characteristics that distinguishes coins from other monetary instruments like 
bullion is that their value was determined by counting them.22 In contrast, bullion 
and hacksilber adhere to abstract weight units like the mina or talent, but it is 
usually necessary to weigh it in order to determine if it meets these abstract units. 
According to these definitions, the hoards presented in this paper were treated more 
like bullion than coins.
This is because what mattered more was the weight of the coins in silver and not 
their face value given by the state. The only way to know their value for sure was to 
weigh them. However, even in antiquity, as the well-worn passage from Aristotle shows 
(Arist. Pol. 1257a), it was argued that the value of coins was guaranteed by the stamp 
of the state “to save the trouble of weighing”. For this reason, it is said that this created 
a reduction in transaction costs since coins could be used more efficiently by virtue of 
being counted rather than weighed.23 Yet, there is nothing intrinsic about a coin, not 
even the stamp, which means that it has to function in a fixed way. After all, coins are 
just lumps of metal that are at times treated just like lumps of metal. This much can be 
seen from a silver ingot found near Paestum with four coins fused to its surface24 or in 
the cases when coins were exported as bullion.25 
The point is that the stamp, the ‘guarantee’ of value by the state, did not by itself 
dictate how coins were used at this time. This observation is fundamental because it 
fits with recent re-evaluations of the uses of coinage and money beyond their function 
as an instrument for exchange issued by the state.26 What is significant about these 
perspectives is that they rest on the same insight. This is simply that the use of monetary 
instruments like coinage is not fixed, and certainly not fixed solely by the states issuing 
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them.27 Instead, it is the context that matters, whether it is the ritualized deposition of 
coins in sanctuaries or the export of coinage as bullion. How coins are used depends on 
where they are and who is using them.
Of course, context is not always available, especially when it comes to coins 
and coin hoards. For this reason, part of this metrological approach to studying 
hoards is to reconstruct these missing contexts. It offers a way of establishing how 
coins were used as money in the western Mediterranean during the Archaic period, 
something for which there is very little direct evidence. This approach suggests 
that the weight of silver coins mattered more than the guarantee of value from 
the state, at least initially. However, this is probably not the case in later hoards. 
The theoretical implications of this are potentially vast. Most importantly, it has 
to be taken into consideration that changes in use do not necessarily depend on 
the intrinsic properties of coins, but to extrinsic developments in their cultural, 
economic, and political contexts. For this reason, it is always important to think 
about more than just the coins.
Notes
1 Coins from the eastern Mediterranean probably circulated before the cities in this region minted their 
own coinage. For example, a Phocaic stater from the sixth century BC was found in Iberia and predates 
coin production in the area (Rowan 2013, 112). In this way, a find like this could represent the first use 
but not production of coins in Iberia.
2 These figures are based on my ongoing PhD research project at Goethe-Universität in Frankfurt am Main. An 
aspect of this work is updating what is known about hoards from the Western Mediterranean in the archaic 
and classical periods. In this respect, although the IGCH is the Stand der Forschung of Greek coin hoards, 
it was published in 1973 and is outdated. It is necessary to supplement the IGCH with material from the 
“Coin Hoards” series (CH 1−10) as well as recent catalogues for places like Sicily (Puglisi 2009, 181−219) and 
publications of hoards in museum collections like Palermo (Macaluso 2008, 79−95).
3 Marrazzo et al. 2004.
4 For example, 12 incuse coins from the Archaic period were recovered in a votive deposit at Garaguso 
(Morel 1974) although this might not have been a hoard (Fischer-Bossert 1999, 7). Recently, two burials 
near Himera were found with coin hoards (Boehringer et al. 2011).
5 A hoard found near Lentini contained just 2 coins (IGCH no. 2060) while the Taranto hoard contained 
more than 600 coins and 6kg of bullion (IGCH no. 1874).
6 For example, two of the oldest hoards in Sicily have vastly different compositions. One contained 70 
coins, all of which were staters from the same minting phase at Selinus (IGCH no. 2059; Macaluso 2008, 
79−85). The other contained 5 silver bullion objects and 165 coins from mints in Sicily, Italy, and Greece 
(CH 9 no. 35; Arnold-Biucchi et al. 1988).
7 Sambiase 1959/1961 (IGCH no. 1872), Taranto 1911 (IGCH no. 1874), Volterra 1868 (IGCH no. 1875), and 
Selinunte 1985 (CH 9 no. 35). Depending on the viewpoint, characterizations of bullion finds are mixed. 
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Kroll argues that bullion was “slow to disappear as a transactional medium in the western Greek world” 
(Kroll 2008, 33; Sole 2010) while others claim that uncoined silver appears “rarely in the west” (Arnold-
Biucchi et al. 1988, 26).
8 The incidence of weight standards has already been used to study hoards from western Asia Minor 
(Meadows 2011).
9 The exact location and date of its discovery are unknown, but this hoard eventually entered the 
collection of M. P. Vlasto. Vlasto reports that it was complete and lists the weights of the coins along with 
descriptions (Vlasto 1922, 215–216.; IGCH no. 1879).
10 This hoard was found inside an earthenware jar in 1996, but its contents were not published until 2016: 
Siciliano et al. 2016, 23−36. The catalogue shows that the staters were minted before 500 BC while the 
diobols were minted later (475/470−440 BC). It should be noted that the weight of at least one fraction 
(1.27g = Siciliano et al. 2016, no. 9) is closer to the theoretical weight of a triobol (1.34g) than a diobol 
(0.89g).
11 Both the designation ‘Achaean’ and the figure of 8.05g are modern conventions that should be regarded 
as approximations. For example, the same author has claimed that the Achaean standard was 8.04g (Parise 
1996), 8.05g (Parise 2009), and 8.06g (Parise 1990).
12 The hoard was actually found near Acquafredda, which is northwest of Sambiase (de Sensi 
Sestito – Mancuso 2001, 25−31), and is called “Sambiase 1959/1961” because it entered the Museo 
Archeologico Nazionale di Reggio Calabria in two lots between 1959 and 1961. News of its discovery 
was published in 1961, but only the first lot was reported (van Buren 1961, 381–382). For this reason, 
IGCH no. 1872 only lists the contents of the first lot (45 coins and a ‘silver bar’ weighing 57.70g). 
This was almost immediately noticed (Pozzi Paolini 1974, 41–42), but the figures given in the IGCH 
are still cited (Kroll 2008, 29).
13 Spagnoli – Taliercio Mensitieri 2004, 11−47.
14 1 stater from Croton, 13 staters and 5 drachms from Metapontum, 28 staters and 3 drachms from 
Sybaris (CH 7 no. 9; Guzzo 1976−1977; Polosa 2009, 13−24).
15 According to the metrological study by Parise, Achaean staters were struck at an average weight of 
7.85g (Sybaris), 7.9g (Croton), 8.0g (Metapontum), and 7.8−8.0g (Caulonia) in the archaic period (Parise 
1973). It has since been confirmed that archaic staters from Sybaris were in fact struck at an average 
weight of 7.8−7.9g (Spagnoli 2013, 199−202).
16 The catalogue of this hoard observes that 6 out of 56 staters appear to be broken and that the condition 
of the coins is not good, but it is not known if this is due to use or exposure while buried in the ground 
(Spagnoli – Taliercio Mensitieri 2004, 24–25). For this reason, it has to be taken into account that the 
uneven weight distribution could be due to corrosion or oxidization.
17 Tirabassi 1998 (Bullion Hoards); Vickers – Gill 1994, 24−51 (Vessels).
18 Zancani Montuoro 1965−1967.
19 That it represents decimal units of 10 is fitting since the weight of the Sybarite staters in Sambiase 
1959/1961 equals 50 staters and the weights of the first two hoards equate to 5 staters each.
20 Other weights from this period have emerged in southern Italy, some of which appear to correlate with 
monetary standards (Parise 2009; Arslan 2005, 142 no. 423).
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The Adoption of Coinage by Non-State Societies.  
Two Case Studies from Iron-Age Northern Europe
David Wigg-Wolf
Abstract
This paper considers the adoption and use of coinage in two very different environments 
on the northern perimeter of the Mediterranean world: on the one hand the peoples who 
entered the literary record of the ancient world as the Celtae or Κελτοί; on the other hand 
the groupings of the Roman Iron Age who lived to the north of the Rhine-Danube limes and 
are described by Tacitus in his Germania. The two scenarios provide contrasting examples 
of the ways in which the peoples from the north could react to and adopt (or not) coinage 
upon coming into contact with Mediterranean coin-producing and coin-using societies. The 
contrasts and similarities between the two scenarios serve to throw light on the differing 
social, political and economic environments of the Κελτοί and Germani.
Introduction
In this paper, the author revisits a topic that he worked on some ten years ago, revising 
and extending the conclusions presented there in the light of new evidence.1 It considers 
the adoption and use of coinage in two very different environments on the northern 
perimeter of the Mediterranean world where the kind of state structures that are found 
in the Graeco-Roman world did not exist: on the one hand the peoples who entered 
the literary record of the ancient world as the Celtae or Κελτοί; on the other hand the 
groupings of the Roman Iron Age who lived to the north of the Rhine-Danube limes 
and are described by Tacitus in his Germania, and who are referred to here as Germani. 
The paper is divided into three parts: after a review of the role of Roman coinage of 
AD 14 to 238 among the peoples living beyond the limes during the Roman Iron Age, 
developments in the Celtic world, in particular in northern Gaul, will be presented. A 
comparison follows of the way in which coinage was used and developed in the two 
environments, as well as how the new medium was incorporated, while a consideration 
of what this can tell us about the social, political and economic structures and constraints 
of the two worlds forms the conclusion.
Coinage and the Germani
In the past, evaluations of coin finds from the Roman Iron Age in northern Europe 
have tended to concentrate on coin hoards, neglecting single or stray finds, since there 
was no comprehensive inventory of all coin finds from the region.2 This situation has 
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changed with the publication of large-scale corpora, which allow us to look in detail 
at the evidence of spatial and temporal patterns across an extensive area of northwest 
and central Europe.3 The availability of figures for stray or single finds, and not just 
hoards, is important since, although single finds are themselves subject to a number 
of taphonomic filters between use, deposition and recovery, hoards are by their very 
nature a deliberate selection and are therefore a less representative cross-section of 
the spectrum of coinage.4 The focus of the first part of this paper lies on the part of the 
Barbaricum within the borders of the Federal Republic of Germany, for which there is 
optimal coverage of the coin finds.
A frequently quoted ancient text concerning the use of Roman coin by those living 
beyond the limes is provided by Tacitus in his Germania.5 The main points Tacitus 
makes are:
– The proximi (those who inhabited areas closer to the frontier) used gold and silver 
for commerce.
– The interiores, who lived further away, relied on barter rather than coins for their 
transactions.
– The Germani preferred silver to gold, as it was better for everyday, small-scale 
transactions.
But to what extent are ancient ethnological texts such as this, with their colonial 
perspective, reliable? Is it a sound summary of the situation in central-northern Europe 
in the second century AD or not? Looking first at Tacitus’ claim that the Germani 
preferred silver: for this study nearly 2000 single/stray finds (excluding the hoards) 
from the German Barbaricum were analysed. The proportions of the various coin 
denominations and metals indicate that, just as the historian says, there is indeed a 
strong preference for silver, in this case denarii (fig. 1a). In the hoards the dominance 
of silver is particularly extreme (fig. 1b). But what about the claim that there was a 
difference in coin use across the Barbaricum? This can be checked by looking at coin 
finds from two areas: Thüringen, which is closer to the limes and represents the proximi, 
and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern on the Baltic coast representing the interiores (fig. 2). 
While there are some differences in the spectrum of denominations in the coin finds 
from the late first to the mid-third century AD in the two areas, in particular in the 
proportion of sestertii, such differences are relatively small. Overall the two areas are 
remarkably similar.
The proportion of denominations among the single finds is significant as it can 
reveal something about how coins were being used: in a market economy based 
on the regular use of low-value coins for everyday, small-scale transactions, we 
might expect the finds to include large numbers of smaller denomination coins. 
However, when the figures for the Barbaricum are compared with the neighbouring 
province of Germania Inferior (fig. 3) a very different picture emerges.6 Looking at 
different contexts in Germania Inferior, low denomination coins are more common 
in the towns, less common in the smaller towns, and even less common in rural 
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settlements and villas.7 Clearly, within the Empire the smaller denominations 
were being more widely used, and therefore more frequently lost, in the market 
environment of towns than in the countryside. However, in the Barbaricum low-
value coins are significantly rarer than even in rural areas of the northwestern 
provinces, indicating that the intensity of the use of small denominations was much 
lower outside the Empire, and that there was by no means a monetized economy 
in any sense of the phrase that might be understood today. When the coins left the 
Roman Empire, their function underwent a transformation and they were used very 
differently.
Fig. 1: The proportion of denominations in coin finds of AD 14–238 in the German 
Barbaricum; a (top): single finds – b (bottom): hoards.
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The coins from the bog deposit of Illerup Ådal in Denmark can provide an insight 
into this transformation. Here, in the early third century AD, the equipment of a 
defeated Germanic war band was offered to the gods and deposited in the bog by 
the victors. This equipment included 198 denarii (including four imitations) and one 
sestertius, which were generally found in groups that had probably been contained 
in small purses (fig. 4).8 As Aleksander Bursche has convincingly argued, the coins 
are evidence not for commercial activity, but for the redistribution of wealth within 
the structures of barbarian martial elites and war bands.
Fig. 2: The proportion of denominations in coin finds of AD 14–238; a (top): Thüringen 
– b (bottom): Mecklenburg-Vorpommern.
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Further light on how the denarii were used is reflected in the large number 
of denarius hoards that are known from northwestern Germany indicating that 
they functioned extensively as a store of wealth.9 It is also clear from the presence 
of denarii in hoards of the mid- to late-fourth century AD, such as Laatzen and 
Lengerich, that outside the Empire in the North silver coins were still available for 
a very long time, for well over a century after they had disappeared from circulation 
within the Empire.10 The most extreme example of this longevity is provided by 
the grave of Childerich, the Frankish king who was buried in Tournai in Belgium 
in AD 481 or 482, which included 41 denarii among the coins it contained.11 That 
the denarii survived so long and in such numbers indicates that they were not 
circulating intensively; if they had been passing more often from hand to hand in 
everyday transactions, then we would expect them to have been subjected to more 
intensive loss, and so to have disappeared from circulation more quickly. Such slow 
circulation is exactly what is to be expected of the kind of high-status exchange that 
is indicated by the evidence of the coins from Illerup-Ådal. It was not as a medium 
for market exchange in a monetized economy that the Germani employed Roman 
silver coins.
Tacitus also noted that gold was not the metal of choice for the Germani, and in 
this context it is significant that gold coins could be treated differently to silver. Once 
they left the Empire they were frequently used as jewellery, and were often pierced or 
mounted in order to be worn as personal adornments (fig. 5). Interestingly, silver coins 
were rarely used in this way during the Roman Iron Age, suggesting that the two metals 
Fig. 3: The proportion of denominations in coin finds of the 1st to mid-3rd century AD 
from different environments in Germania Inferior.
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Fig. 4: Illerup-Ådal: Concentration 41/73 with denarii and the remains of a purse.
were circulating in different spheres: silver as an object of material value, gold more as 
a prestige good and marker of status.
Thus, the denarii were no longer the ‘general-purpose money’ of the Empire that 
could be used across a wide range of transactions and functions, from the market place 
and tavern to the purchase of the imperial throne. In the Barbaricum their role was more 
restricted: silver was now used primarily as a means of storing and transferring wealth 
within a specific milieu and will have been used mainly in high-status exchange, for 
example as diplomatic payments, tribute, dowries, etc. Gold, on the other hand, could be 
used as a visible badge of status. As such, coins became an integral element of the power 
structures of Germanic society, and will have played a significant part in maintaining 
and transforming them.
The use of coins and their role within Germanic power structures is closely 
related to the question of why and when the denarii left the Empire. The long-
standing view was that the influx was a commercial or economic phenomenon with 
the denarii leaving mainly as a result of trade, very much as Tacitus saw the use 
of coins outside the Empire in market terms.12 However, more recently scholars 
such as Aleksander Bursche and Peter Kehne have emphasized the role of Rome’s 
external politics, and in particular diplomatic payments and subsidies.13 They see 
the coins as payments by Rome to Germanic groupings to ensure the security of the 
northern frontier, and thus as an important tool of Rome’s external politics. In this 
way, the coins would have entered the Barbaricum as payments to build and cement 
alliances with Rome as the active agent.
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Fig. 5: Aureus of Antoninus Pius from a mid-3rd cent. AD burial at Haßleben, Thüringen.
Coinage and the Κελτοί
The situation with the Κελτοί of northwestern and southern central Europe was very 
different. Whereas in the period and region under consideration here the Germani 
relied almost exclusively on imported Roman coin, producing only a few imitations 
and not initiating a coinage of their own, the inhabitants of pre-Roman Iron Age 
Europe north of the Alps produced a series of quite characteristic coinages. Inspired 
initially by contacts with the Mediterranean world, these coinages underwent 
intensive changes in material, iconography and use during the three centuries or so 
that they were produced.
Close contacts had existed between the Celts and the Mediterranean world long 
before the former adopted the use and production of coins. In areas of direct contact 
at the edge of the Mediterranean coins will already have been known from the 
fourth century BC and employed to a limited extent as a medium of exchange in 
contacts with Mediterranean traders.14 Further north it is clear that virtually no 
coins at all reached the area.15 Here it was probably in the course of service as 
mercenaries in the armies of the major powers in the Mediterranean world that 
Celtic warriors experienced their first contacts with the use of coinage. Within this 
context coinage had a very specific meaning: it functioned as a means of cementing 
the relationship between a leader and his entourage – in this case between a group 
of mercenaries and the person who had engaged them.16 A leader’s ability to secure 
such employment ensured his position within his entourage, and coinage became a 
new means of securing his position and power. This mechanism was then to become 
a central feature of the manner in which coinage functioned north of the Alps.
The earliest Celtic coins to be produced were faithful imitations of Hellenistic 
gold coins. They were produced soon after their prototypes at the end of the fourth 
and the beginning of the third centuries BC.17 During the third and early second 
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Table 1: Number/percentage of gold, silver, potin and struck bronze coins found at the 
Titelberg oppidum by period.
centuries BC mainly large denominations were produced: gold staters and their 
fractions. They are relatively rare and were struck only in small numbers. Such 
small quantities of high-value coins were not intended as a medium of exchange in 
a monetized economy involving frequent low-value transactions. Rather, they were 
‘special-purpose money’, the primary purpose of which was to fulfill the needs of 
the martial elites: either for exchange between elite groups in the form of tribute, 
diplomatic payments, dowries etc., or in order to secure the loyalty to a leader of 
a following of warriors, just as the Celtic mercenaries in their forays to the south 
had experienced coinage as a means of securing their loyalty to their employers. 
The presence in numerous hoards of gold coins together with torques and other 
objects of prestige and value indicates that the coins were integrated into existing 
traditional spheres of exchange that involved such items.18 
The second half of the second century BC then saw an important development 
in the form and function of coinage in Gaul. Although the earliest imitations often 
enjoyed very widespread distribution, soon coinages of a more regional nature 
developed. They had their own imagery, which had little to do with the original 
Hellenistic prototypes. Smaller denominations also appeared alongside the high-
value gold issues, first of all in silver and cast tin-bronze (potin), later in struck 
bronze. The emergence of smaller denominations coincided with the emergence of 
the proto-urban oppida such as the Titelberg, where the low-value coins appear in 
huge numbers (table 1). The nature of this final phase of Celtic coinages was very 
different to the exclusively high-value coinage of the first century and a half of their 
production, for the low-value coins could now fulfil a broader spectrum of functions 
than the large gold units, including trade and exchange involving smaller values. 
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But even if coins were now available to a wider social spectrum and their economic 
use was more extended, the coinage itself still remained an instrument of the self-
representation and exercise of power for the aristocratic elites. This is best illustrated 
by the legends found on coins in Gaul from the late second century, which on the whole 
refer to individuals.19 Although for the most part we do not know who the individuals 
concerned were, generally they will have been nobiles, members of the aristocratic elite.
Apart from such references to individuals in the legends found on the coins, the 
iconography of the last Celtic coinages in northern Gaul also tells us a great deal about 
the ways in which coinage could be used for self-representation by individuals and elites 
in order to cement their claims to power. After the Gallic War, bronze coinages started to 
appear in large numbers, many of which incorporate classical ‘Roman’ elements in their 
iconography or directly imitate Roman coin types.20 This use of Roman elements was 
an important aspect of the language of power following the Roman conquest whereby 
the Gallic elites demonstrated their loyalty to Rome and so secured their own position 
within their tribal groupings, a position that depended to a great extent on Rome’s favor. 
A picture of the late Iron Age world of Gaul emerges, in which coinage was much 
more than just a measure of value that could be useful in exchange or for the storage 
of wealth. It was also a potent medium of the exercise of power and the formation of 
identity on the part of the elites. 
Conclusions
Although coins were used in both the Germanic and Celtic environments, there were 
clearly significant differences. The two societies were introduced to coinage in different 
ways, and the subsequent development of how coinage was employed took very 
different courses. The most striking difference is in the use of imported coin. Whereas 
the coin in use in the Barbaricum consisted almost exclusively of Roman coin with very 
few locally produced imitations, the situation in pre-Roman Gaul was different: coins 
from the Mediterranean powers hardly reached the area during the first three centuries 
BC,21 and Roman coins only made an impact in north Gaul with the stationing of the 
Roman army along the Rhine in preparation for the German campaigns of Augustus.22
The role of the indigenous societies in the mechanisms and events that led to them 
encountering and using coinage was also very different. In the environment of contact 
between Rome and her northern neighbours, Rome can be seen very much as the 
active partner: while a certain amount of coinage will have left the Empire as a result 
of commercial exchange and direct cross-border contacts, in some cases even as booty 
from Germanic raids, most of the coins of the first two and a half centuries AD entered 
Germania in the form of payments made by Rome to ensure the security of her northern 
frontier. This contrasts with the situation in the pre-Roman Iron Age. Although on 
the margins of the Mediterranean world commercial contacts will have played a role, 
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for the inhabitants of more northerly regions it will have been as mercenaries in the 
Mediterranean that they first encountered coinage. Their role was more active than that 
of their Germanic counterparts.
Significant differences are also to be seen in the ways in which coinage evolved 
within the two environments. The Germani of northwestern Europe never developed 
their own coinage beyond mere imitation, and even then only in small numbers in the 
period under consideration here. No original imagery appeared comparable to that of 
the Celtic coinages. Nor did the use of coinage among the Germani lead to the level of 
monetization that can be seen in the milieu of the oppida of Gaul in the first century 
BC. To some extent this reflects differences in social and political organisation: the kind 
of centralized communities and polities that we find in Gaul, and which found their 
ultimate expression in the oppida, are not to be found north of the limes during the 
Early and High Empire. As a result, Germanic society did not feature the sort of power 
structures that led to the adoption and production of coinage visible in late La Tène 
communities.
A similar contrast between the two environments can be seen in the use of coins 
to create tribal or local identities. Within the context of La Tène communities we find 
regional coinages that can be associated with individual polities. The spectrum of coin 
across the North German Barbaricum during the first two and a half centuries AD, on 
the other hand, was remarkably homogenous, with few differences between regions. 
Nor can the limited imitation of Roman coins by the Germani be compared with the 
subtle use of iconography by Gallic elites subsequent to Caesar’s conquest of Gaul in 
order to proclaim loyalties and to cement their position within their own communities.
The use of Roman coin north of the limes was more similar to that of the early 
stages of Celtic coinage, centered on elite exchange and the storage of wealth rather 
than market exchange. There is, however, one significant difference: while the hoards 
combining Celtic gold coins with torques indicate that the coins were integrated into 
existing traditional spheres of exchange,23 the denarius hoards of the first two and a 
half centuries AD in northern Germany consist almost exclusively of coins. The Roman 
coinage provided a new, even intrusive element into the sphere of exchange and power 
structures. The Germani seem also to have differentiated between silver and gold: the 
two metals assumed different functions and were not integrated into the kind of complex 
monetary system evidenced by the tri-metallic coinages of late-first century BC Gaul.
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Between Lumps and Coins.  
Italy in the First Millennium BC
Andreas M. Murgan
Abstract
Although the Greek cities in southern Italy were already minting coins in the sixth 
century BC, Italic peoples did not adopt coinage before the third century BC and used 
raw and formless pieces of copper alloy instead. In the third century BC, heavy cast 
bronze bars and aes grave as well as smaller bronze and silver coins were added as 
currencies.
This raises the question why and how this change occurred. In order to get a better 
understanding of the different types of money and their use, contextual analyses will be 
applied to a few significant examples. In relation to the historical context of the Punic 
wars it becomes visible how aspects of authority and identity contrasted with those of 
anonymity, thus affecting the choice which sort of money was appropriate in different 
circumstances.
Introduction
It is well known that coins developed in Asia Minor in the seventh century BC and 
spread very soon through the Greeks to the west. At the end of the sixth century BC, 
several Greek cities in southern Italy were emitting coins. The number of cities increased 
in the fifth century BC1 Despite the arrival of Greek coins in the southern regions of 
Italy and intensive trade between many Greek and Italian cities, the Italic peoples used 
so-called premonetary objects made out of copper alloy instead.
Cast pieces of copper alloy with no proper or only a rough shape, called aes rude 
(fig. 1), were in use in the first millennium BC They quite often show signs of breaking 
or cutting, sometimes also markings with a meaning unknown today. References in 
ancient texts support the assumption that these lumps served monetary functions: 
Pliny the Elder quotes Timaeus who reported that the use of aes was established 
before coins in Rome.2 Proof of their use as a means of payment as well as a measure 
of value may be found in legal texts dating back to the fifth century BC, where 
fines were fixed in aes instead of cattle.3 In contrast to the lumps, the cast bars that 
appeared in the sixth century BC have a more defined form. They commonly bear 
signs on one or both sides that are known in literature as the pattern “a ramo secco”, 
a dry branch (fig. 2). These pieces still had no standardized weight and were chopped 
as the need arose. These bars are usually quite ferriferous and are connected with 
Etruria. In and around Latium, another kind of bars (fig. 3) developed in the third 
Published in: Elon D. Heymans – Marleen K. Termeer (Eds.), Politics of Value: New Approaches to Early Money and the State, 
Panel 5.11, Archaeology and Economy in the Ancient World 33 (Heidelberg, Propylaeum 2020) 39–52.  
DOI: https://doi.org/10.11588/propylaeum.574
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Fig. 1: Piece of aes rude.
Fig. 2: Cast bar with ramo secco pattern. 
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century BC They were made out of different alloys containing copper and tin and 
carried different pictures like objects or animals. Again, no weight standard had 
been established and chopping was very common. Additionally, Rome produced 
the heavy cast bronze coins, the aes grave (fig. 4), which were based on the Roman 
pound, and therefore easier to compare. Soon after their introduction, a reduction in 
weight and size took place, which implies that a shift from its intrinsic value to an 
extrinsic value occurred. In parallel to the heavy cast coins, several issues of struck 
silver and bronze coins were added to the Roman coinage.4 At the end of the third 
century BC, Rome established a very successful money system with the denarius, 
which replaced almost all other Italian silver coins and influenced societies for a 
time far longer than the Roman Empire existed.5
Prior to the introduction of the denarius, the different types of money did not 
replace each other but were used simultaneously, as is shown in the record of hoards 
and sanctuaries. This raises the question why different seemingly incompatible money 
systems remained in use for centuries. The meaning and functions of money are the 
key element to answering this question. Even nowadays it would be quite difficult to 
provide an all-encompassing definition of money, bearing in mind the different kinds 
Fig. 3: Cast bar with tripod and anchor. 
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Fig. 4: Aes grave coin with prow. 
and shapes like coins, banknotes, e-cash or even cryptocurrencies. For ancient Italy, 
it becomes an even more challenging task. On the one hand, the functions of money 
are of an economic nature: a medium of exchange, a means of payment, a store and a 
measure of value. On the other hand, there are also social aspects that influence the use 
of money, depending on its range of use in market situations or in social obligations 
like ceremonies, dedications, taxes or fines. These social practices may affect whether 
objects are accepted or rejected by all participants of society or only by certain groups.6
In the following, contextual analyses will be applied to a few significant examples, in 
order to get a better understanding of the character of the different types of money and 
their use within society.
Contextualization
Hoards
The first type of context discussed here, hoards, is the most difficult to work with. In 
most cases, hoards are buried in isolation and therefore lack a wider context. But the 
assemblage can be seen as a context in itself. Depending on its composition, one can 
think of a treasure, a ritual deposition or the stock of a merchant or a metalworker. Its 
interpretation is therefore not easy. Another hindrance is that most of the hoards are 
found by chance, for instance during agricultural activities or construction work, since 
they are usually not visibly marked. Many finds were therefore not properly excavated 
or published.
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One case may serve as an example for the phenomenon of depositing aes in hoards. 
This hoard was found in 1940 near Ardea about 30 km south of Rome by a farmer.7 Parts 
of the hoard could be saved and put on record, before all of the material was sold on the 
black market. Due to that, it was possible to rescue 31 pieces of aes rude weighing from 
1 g to 459 g, 160 aes grave coins, and 17 struck bronze coins, dating the deposit into the 
third century BC As the hoard was disturbed and looted, its full content has not been 
recorded. Nevertheless, the accumulated deposition of lumps, as well as cast and struck 
coins together in one place may prove its function as a store of value.
Graves
The second context is the grave. In 1987, Giovanna Bergonzi and Paola Piana Agostinetti 
wrote an article with the title “L’obolo di Caronte”, which provided a framework for 
the study of coins in graves.8 Although incomplete data and the lack of sufficient 
publications affected their work, they carried out statistical analysis on the graveyards 
of the classical and transalpine world. Due to the limitations of the dataset, caution is 
advised when interpreting these numbers.
From Central Italy, 21 necropoleis were taken into account, containing 1180 graves. 
The graves chronologically span six centuries, dating from the eighth until the third 
century BC Only 87 tombs (7.4 %) contained aes, clustering mainly in the seventh to 
sixth centuries BC The rate does not seem to be very high, but it is well comparable to 
coins in graves. For instance, 16.6 % of the graves in Central Italy contained coins,9 only 
0.5 % in Sicily and 4.0 % in Magna Grecia,10 and 14.0 % in mainland Greece.11 In 9.2 % 
Table 1: Aes in graves in Central Italy.
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of the graves with aes, the deceased were cremated, 24.1 % were inhumations. For the 
remaining two thirds information was not available. Aes appeared in different tomb 
types as well as in graves for males, females and children. Frequently one specimen 
of aes was deposited, but two, three, or even more pieces were also common as grave 
goods. The amount of metal cannot be estimated and compared, because information 
concerning the weight is missing.
The custom shows no clear correlation with sex, age or condition of the dead, and 
the differences of the grave type and type of burial were surely more a reflection of 
the fashion of the time. Although the data have to be treated with caution, it becomes 
clear that aes was put into graves as a gift over a period of 600 years. The lumps, as 
well as coins, were a recurrent form of grave furniture, although they were far from 
prominent. If we follow Bergonzi and Piana Agostinetti in interpreting the coins 
and lumps as pay for the ferryman, these pieces served as a socially constructed 
means of payment within a framework of rituals, with an ambivalent function both 
as gift and as money.
Sanctuaries
Hoards and graves are usually closed contexts that provide a spotlight on a certain 
moment in time. In contrast, the third context, sanctuaries, can provide information 
over a longer period, which makes them all the more interesting for long-term studies.
A good case study is provided by the sanctuary of Mater Matuta in Satricum (Latium), 
where cultic activities can be traced from the beginning of the first millennium BC to 
Hellenistic times. Satricum was situated to the southeast of Rome and is mainly known 
for the temple of Mater Matuta on the acropolis. Cultic activities can be identified there 
from the ninth/eighth century B.C on, if not earlier.12 Several temple buildings, one on 
top of the other, indicate a long tradition of use and destruction.13
Three large votive deposits are known: The first one14 was situated somewhere under 
the temple building and contained different objects of the seventh and sixth centuries 
BC, amongst others a great amount of pottery and metal objects like jewellery, bronze 
sheet figurines, tools, vessels, and aes rude. Due to its very early excavation in the 1890s, 
very little additional information is available about the context of this feature.
In contrast to this, the second deposit15 was unearthed much later in the 1980s, so 
the state of knowledge is much better. The feature was situated in an elongated natural 
pit west of the temple building. The pit was remarkably large (ca. 50 m long and 15 m 
wide) and contained a very large amount of pottery, weaving tools and figurines, bronze 
jewellery, weapons, vessels, tools, sheet figurines, and aes rude from the fifth and fourth 
centuries BC in twelve partially overlapping strata with different characteristics: some 
of them included carefully placed depositions, others consisted of secondarily relocated 
dump, and yet again others were founding or sealing layers. The detailed documentation 
shows that the votives, and amongst them aes rude, were deposited directly in closed 
assemblages, as well as in secondary depositions.
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The third deposit16 was also found very early at the end of the nineteenth century. 
Therefore much information is lost. It was re-excavated in the 1980s to solve open 
questions, but a comprehensive publication is still lacking. It was situated directly 
opposite to the temple entrance in an old water basin about 12 m wide. The content 
dates from the third to the first centuries BC and consists of pottery, terracotta 
statues, and anatomical votives. The metal objects consisted of pieces of jewellery, 
weapons, vessels, tools, sheet figurines, aes rude, and a few cast and struck coins. 
Several modifications to the feature before, during and after its replenishment show 
diverse manners of treating votives.
The three features prove the use of aes rude over a time longer than half a 
millennium. Especially the joint utilization of aes rude and coins in the third 
votive deposit stands as a bridge builder between coinage and the lumps, which 
both were taken out of the daily routine and sacralized. It is an interesting 
question why the quite anonymous coins and lumps were chosen as a votive, 
since one would expect in a sanctuary the selection of an object with a special 
meaning. Following the anthropological theory of the short-term and long-term 
transactional orders by Maurice Bloch and Jonathan Parry,17 adapted by Joris 
Aarts18 for Roman archaeology, the transition from the profane market situation 
with short-term transactions into the ritualized temple surroundings took 
place within a personalized ritual to establish a long-term connection between 
dedicant and deity beyond the anonymous character of money. By passing into 
the ownership of the deity they lost their economic functions in favor of a 
Fig. 5: Cast bar with Umbrian inscription. 
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conversion to a votive. These objects could not leave the sanctuary anymore and 
were, when needed, dumped within the boundaries of the sacred precinct.
The Bar with an Inscription
Interestingly, it seems that some of these coins or lumps with former functions of 
money made their way back from the sanctuary to the profane market, when they 
were used in the interest of the deity, for instance to pay repairs and renovations 
to the temple. So sanctuaries could benefit from the possibility to recirculate 
valuable items.19 The find of a cast bar of the type bull left/bull right (fig. 5) at 
ancient Tifernium Tiberinum, nowadays Città di Castello in Umbria, supports this 
theory.20 It was discovered very early in 1899 by charcoal burners directly beneath 
the surface without further context. An Umbrian inscription was added after the 
original production of the bar on one side in retrograde letters, reading: FUKES 
SESTINES. The exact translation is still a matter of debate, but the general meaning 
seems clear: FUKES is linguistically related to the Latin word focus or lucus, meaning 
fire/hearth or grove. SESTINES refers to Sestinum, nowadays Sestino, a settlement 
quite close to Tifernium Tiberinum.21 It is assumed that the phrase stands for a 
sacred place in a sanctuary, meaning ‘[object] of the hearth or grove of the Sestines’. 
This might be an example of an object intentionally leaving a sanctuary, and being 
marked as such, also to clarify that the bar had not been stolen. Taking this idea 
one step further, one could think of the sanctuary not only in the role of a bank22 
but, beyond that, in the role of an issuer or at least a re-issuer of money by marking 
them with an inscription. But as long as this object is unique and nothing is known 
about its context, the question remains a matter of speculation.
Fig. 6: Roman quinarius with attacking Dioscuri. 
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Between Lumps and Coins, between Anonymity and Authority
Summing up the information gathered from the different features, the contextual 
analyses show the different monetary roles of aes and its relation to coins. The hoards 
testify to its use as a store of value, the ancient texts to its function as a means of 
payment and a measure of value. The presence in sanctuaries and graves documents 
its significance in sacred contexts as a gift for deities or the deceased. Depending on 
the interpretation of the role of the pieces in graves, a function as a ritual means of 
payment becomes visible. Having looked at the different contexts, one still wonders 
why the Italic peoples continued to use the lumps for so long and did not adopt the idea 
of coinage from the Greek cities before the third century BC.
Interestingly, the upswing of cast and struck coins happened when Rome was 
fighting with Carthage for the hegemony in the Mediterranean basin. In those 
troubled times, the requirements for a store of value apparently lay on countable 
coins, which concentrated value more than aes could do on the basis of weight, 
also to pay the mercenaries23 in the often changing political alliances. The value of 
coins was directly connected with aspects of identity and authority, as was recently 
pointed out by Clare Rowan for the coinage of the second half of the third century 
BC24 This also becomes visible due to the new iconographical emphasis on the 
representation of weapons and fighting. Roman coins of that time for instance show 
the prow (fig. 4),25 Victoria with the tropaeum,26 or attacking Dioscuri (fig. 6).27 It also 
becomes apparent in the coinage of other stakeholders in Italy. Especially the 
coinage of the tribes, the Brettii,28 the Lukani29 and the Mamertini,30 flourished 
with an emphasis on different fighting deities (fig. 7) and depictions of fighting 
Fig. 7: Brettian bronze coin with attacking goddess. 
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(fig. 8). The fact that all these coin productions ceased when Rome had gained 
victory shows the importance of coins as a tool for communication, as official 
information carriers concerning authority and identity.
In contrast, the bronze lumps were totally anonymous, without any 
iconography or legend, thus being a non-official sort of money. The unattributed 
character of aes might have been a reason for its long and continuous use in 
parallel to coins because they could meet a certain requirement that coins could 
not. In special circumstances like ritual acts, it could have been undesirable to 
use a store of value that was strongly connected to the authority and identity 
of a political unit, to avoid an overlay of the personal connection between the 
dedicant and the deity with a political statement. This could for instance explain 
why the Hellenistic votive deposit of the Mater Matuta sanctuary of Satricum 
contained comparably few coins but a lot of aes rude. Considering furthermore 
that the decline of Satricum happened in times of war in direct connection with 
the rise of Rome,31 one could imagine that the local dedicants preferred not to 
take coins that stood for these hostile authorities, but used aes instead as a 
statement. Finally, the conservative character of cultic activities could also have 
urged the use of the traditional lumps and to refuse the modern coins.
In conclusion, the reasons how and why coins and lumps both remained in use 
for centuries seem to be manifold, influenced by different social, political and 
practical aspects. With the success of the denarius, the use of the anonymous 
lumps ended, as well as the production of non-Roman coins in Italy. This gave 
the Romans the possibility to fully control this medium of communication with 
implications on all previously mentioned aspects within the societies in the 
growing Roman Empire.
Fig. 8: Brettian bronze coin with warrior. 
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How Money Defined the Romans
Merav Haklai
Abstract
Scholarly discussions often focus on what money is and how to define it. This paper, 
however, does not pursue the question of how the Romans defined money, but 
rather how money defined the Romans. The importance of money in Roman political 
tradition was not initiated by Roman imperialism, nor by Roman familiarity with the 
Greek invention of coinage. Centuries before the Romans knew coins, established 
their empire, or founded the res publica, the Roman state used money to define 
members of its community. This paper argues in favour of an umbilical relation 
between money and the Roman state; more specifically, between money, the state’s 
established system for reckoning wealth, the census, and the centuriate assembly. It 
focuses on the archaic Roman state and the revolutionary Servian reforms, which 
redefined money while simultaneously using it to define who was a Roman and 
what his civilian obligations were.
Theoretical Framework
Money is a social convention.1 It is a general agreement to use a system of symbols 
in order to represent a scale of magnitude that signifies value. As such, money 
provides a standard according to which all goods and services can be evaluated and 
compared. Thus, in its essence money is abstract. It is a theoretical notion derived 
from human numerical capacities. Physical manifestation is not a prerequisite 
for choosing monetary symbols. However, more often than not the symbols that 
represent money are materialized in specific objects, by their nature tangible and 
concrete. These physical monetary instruments indicate the units of measurement 
that we call money. Thus, money has a Janus-faced oddity, it is simultaneously both 
an abstract and a corporeal thing.
In the Mesopotamian and Mediterranean worlds of the first millennium BC metals 
have typically been used as monetary instruments, and from the sixth century BC 
onwards, money often has been associated with coinage. While metal, whether or not 
coined, is corporeal, units of weight and account used to measure metal are abstract. 
The relation between metal and money, as between coin and money, is that which exists 
between symbol and value, between signifier and signified. The nature of this relation 
is dictated, among other things, by numerical patterns of thought. That is, common use 
of certain numbers, number series, and ratios, and the familiarity of wide segments of a 
society with using these, affects the relation between money and the monetary objects 
representing it.
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To conclude, it is with 1) a definition of money as abstract, 2) an appreciation that 
money can be manifested in various ways, and 3) an acknowledgement of the importance 
of numerical thinking in creating and using money that I approach the specific historical 
issue of the relation between money and the archaic Roman state.
The Servian Reforms
This paper is dedicated to the reforms of Rome’s sixth king, Servius Tullius, who 
according to traditional chronology ruled the city for approximately 40 years 
starting from 578 BC2 Roman tradition as preserved in late Republican sources – 
mainly in the works of Livy and Dionysius of Halicarnassus – ascribes to Servius 
Tullius a series of reforms that set the organization of Rome’s citizen body for 
centuries to come.3 According to tradition, Servius founded two citizen assemblies: 
the comitia tributa based initially on a territorial division of the citizens, and the 
comitia centuriata based on a timocratic division. He also initiated the census, an 
institution intended to organize military recruits and probably the collection of tax 
or tribute.4 In addition, he passed a monetary reform, on which the sources give 
different reports.5 According to Pliny “King Servius was the first to stamp a design 
on bronze”, while Varro states that “it is said that Servius Tullius was the first to 
strike silver coins”.6 Together, these elements touch upon almost every aspect of 
Roman governance: military organization, taxation, regulation of measurements, 
citizenship, voting assemblies, and political power.
This paper claims that the Servian reforms redefined money while simultaneously 
using it in a revolutionary way to define who was a Roman and what his civilian 
obligations were. It was the Servian system, as it is often called, which set the 
long lasting umbilical relation between money and the Roman state, based on the 
census and its use of monetary units of account to organize the timocratic comitia 
centuriata, which became one of the Republic’s most dominant assemblies.
The Numismatic Evidence
The frame of the numismatic debate was set more than a generation ago by Michael 
Crawford.7 A summary of his observations follows: Rome did not produce coinage 
of any sort before the end of the fourth century BC, and its archaeological record “is 
devoid of coin finds earlier than the third century”.8 Yet, this does not mean that Rome 
had no money. Archaic Rome, like contemporary Apennine communities, used bronze 
as monetary instrument.
The fact that Roman tradition ascribed to Servius Tullius a monetary reform supports 
the claim that from an early age the community’s authorities were involved in overseeing a 
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standard of bronze as commodity money. This was the famous Roman pound (libra) known 
from archaic time as the as. The archaic as was divided into twelve unciae and represented 
a basic unit for both weight and territorial measurement.9 This archaic unit should not be 
confused with later coins called asses, though our mid and late Republican sources sometimes 
tend to interpret it as such. Thus, Servius’ reform must have established a certain weight 
standard, which acted as a monetary unit of account, or re-evaluated an existing one. It 
could have set a new weight standard to the as or the uncia. Other than that, the exact nature 
of Servius’ monetary reform remains uncertain.
What is certain, though, is that in later periods the Roman monetary unit of 
account called an as went through several re-evaluations. When Rome began to cast 
its own bronze coinage, probably during the 280s BC, she had done so on a standard 
of about 324g, known as the ‘libral’ as.10 Just before or at the start of the First Punic 
War, Rome started casting bronze at a lower standard of about 265g, the so-called 
‘sub-libral’ as, weighing ten unciae rather than twelve.11 During the Hannibal War, 
Rome introduced, probably in 212/1 BC, her new long-lasting monetary system 
based on the denarius. It re-tariffed the as at a lower weight standard of two unciae 
per as, the so-called ‘sextantal’ as, while preserving its traditional division as a 
monetary unit into twelve unciae. Ten such new asses officially equalled a denarius. 
Finally, around 140 BC another reform was passed. A lower weight standard of one 
uncia per as known as the ‘uncial’ as, perhaps sporadically used earlier that century, 
became binding. And, it was combined with a re-evaluation of the denarius as a 
monetary unit, which now equalled sixteen new asses rather than ten. 
While the re-tariffings of the monetary unit called an as in terms of a weight unit 
called an uncia is important for understanding the numerical information preserved 
in the written sources, it tells us little about the Servian reform. Whatever the precise 
nature of Servius’ monetary reform was, it had to be connected with other major 
reforms, which the sources ascribe to him. Perhaps detecting patterns of numerical 
categorization, mainly in the timocratic comitia centuriata, might be of help.
The comitia centuriata
The comitia centuriata, being a timocratic assembly, demanded assessing the 
quantifiable wealth of citizens according to a unit of measurement, which 
was set and regulated by the state. It categorized citizens in units, originally 
for military recruitments, which acted as voting units for political as well as 
fiscal purposes. According to Roman tradition, this institutional and conceptual 
framework for defining and organizing the Roman citizen body was founded in 
the sixth century by king Servius Tullius.
In the fullest traditional narrative, preserved in Livy (1, 43) and Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus (4, 16–21), Servius established the comitia centuriata as a one-time 
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constitutional act, creating at once its complex organization of 193 centuries. These 
were timocratically divided into five classes, in a sophisticated organization well known 
from the late Republican sources. Both Livy and Dionysius report a similar formation, 
and the information is repeated in table 1. Beside a difference in the minimum census 
required for the fifth classis, Livy and Dionysius show minor differences in the armor 
description of the fourth and fifth classes, and in the assignment into classes of the two 
centuries of engineers (first classis in Livy, second in Dionysius), and the two of horn-
blowers and trumpeters (fifth in Livy, fourth in Dionysius). Other than that their reports 
give the same information.12 
Dion. Hal. figures in asses13 Dion. Hal. 4, 16–18Livy 1, 43Class
≥ 100,000 asses16, 1≥ 10,000 drachmas43, 1≥ 100,000 asses1
≥ 75,000 asses16, 3≥ 7,500 drachmas43, 4≥ 75,000 asses2
≥ 50,000 asses16, 4≥ 5,000 drachmas43, 5≥ 50,000 asses3
≥ 25,000 asses17, 1≥ 2,500 drachmas43, 6≥ 25,000 asses4
≥ 12,500 asses17, 2≥ 1,250 drachmas43, 7≥ 11,000 asses5
proletarii
Table 1: Minimum census requirement in Livy and Dionysius of Halicarnassus.
Differences between Livy and Dionysius are commonly seen as evidence for their 
use of independent sources, though general agreement regarding the main details 
indicates that their sources were relying on the same now-lost source. As noted 
already by Theodor Mommsen, late Republican and early Imperial sources suggest 
that this lost source was an official legislative document traditionally ascribed to 
Servius Tullius, which existed in Augustan Rome and regulated the organization 
of centuries and classes.14 What it prescribed and when it was written is unknown, 
but there are reasons to doubt that it was written under king Servius. In fact, it is 
widely agreed that the complex division of the Roman people into 193 centuries was 
not created instantaneously. Rather, it was a historical process by which the comitia 
centuriata developed into its fullest organization, observed in late Republican 
sources.
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Changes in the comitia centuriata
Roman antiquarian tradition preserves evidence of an early twofold division of the archaic 
comitia centuriata into classici (those within the classis) and infra classem.15 Presumably, 
only the former could afford to fully equip themselves for battle with hoplite weaponry 
and were recruited regularly to the Servian legion.16 This dual system is probably the 
one to have existed in the time of Servius. The fact that our sources preserve no trail of 
an explicit additional reform suggests that there was never such a reform. Instead there 
was a long and slow series of changes, which eventually brought about the five classes 
system. There are several possibilities to reconstruct this development. 
One may presume that an archaic division would allow for the richest, the patres/
patricians, to be distinguished from the rest of the citizen body, especially if they were 
to serve as equites and not as infantry. Taking into account what we know of hoplite 
armies, it is unlikely that only the classici were recruited to the legion if this group was 
comprised only of those holding the high census of the first classis. We can speculate 
that initially the comitia centuriata included both classici and infra classem, the division 
being between a majority of infantry hoplite recruits (the latter) and an elite of equites, 
perhaps the patres/patricians (the former).
A reform that might have introduced a three classes system – perhaps with a census 
of above 100,000 asses, between 100,000 and 50,000, and below 50,00017 – fits the reports 
of Livy and Dionysius on the similarities in weaponry of the first three classes. It 
corresponds with the division of the legion into 60 centuries, as opposed to the 40 
centuries of iuniores of the first classis, and reconciles with Fraccaro’s reconstruction of 
the monarchic hoplite army as consisting of the first three classes.18
Another reform might have introduced a four classes system whose existence is 
supported, first, by the census figures for the first to fourth classes in both Livy and 
Dionysius, which form a numerical series, for which the following figure should be 
zero.19 Neither Livy’s nor Dionysius’ figure for the fifth classis fit this series. Second, 
Polybius, while giving the same minimum census as Livy and Dionysius for the first 
classis, gives a figure of 400 drachmas (=4,000 ‘sextantal’ asses), mentioned by neither 
Livy nor Dionysius, for the minimum census required to serve in the infantry, which 
in the mid-second century BC can only relate to the fifth classis.20 The three different 
census assessments for the fifth classis, together with additional less straight forward 
evidence regarding early Republican penalties and rewards,21 leads to the conclusion 
that the fifth classis was a later amendment. Prior to it, the comitia centuriata consisted 
of only four classes.
A last reform, which was the end of the development, introduced the five classes system, 
and is the only one that can be roughly dated to the fifth or fourth century. Prominent 
scholars align it with the introduction of the stipendium, Roman military pay, during the long 
siege on Veii (406 BC),22 and connect it with the start of Roman collection of the tributum.23 
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To end, one may postulate that this series of changes was embedded in the context of 
the patrician-plebeian struggle, and that repeated reforms might have given some relief 
to the growing demands of the plebeians.
Within this long trail of adjustments, the only reform that made a real difference 
was the first, that of Servius. It set the rules of the game for the comitia centuriata 
as a timocratic assembly, establishing already in the sixth century the framework for 
Roman public life. Even though the practicalities of the comitia centuriata went through 
considerable changes, its essence as a timocratic assembly was not altered for centuries.
The Servian Monetary Reform
We are left with the question of the nature of Servius’ monetary reform. Can anything be 
established beyond the condense report by the anonymous fourth-century A.D. writer 
of the liber de viris illustribus urbis romae, which states that Servius Tullius “establishes 
the measures, the weights, the classes, and the centuries”24? To our aid come numerical 
patterns in our evidence, summarized below.
We know that the Roman libra was divided into twelve unciae, following a duodecimal 
system. Also, we know of three occasions when a re-tariffing of the as took place: In the 
third century the as was re-tariffed at a weight of ten unciae, the so-called ‘sub-libral’ 
as. In the Second Punic War it was re-tariffed at a weight of two unciae, the so-called 
‘sextantal’ as, ten of which equalled a denarius. And, after 140 BC it was re-tariffed at 
a weight of one uncia, known as the ‘uncial’ as, sixteen of which equalled a denarius. 
These re-tariffings show a mixture of duodecimal and decimal systems of reckoning 
together with a hexadecimal one.
Secondly, census categorizations of the comitia centuriata show several numerical 
patterns. The four classes system can be seen as quaternary, which might fit with 
Polybius’ 400 drachmas census qualification for infantry. However, the census of the 
first four classes is a numerical series of a decimal or quinary nature; a reckoning system 
ascribed by Plutarch also to archaic penalties.25 Republican military pay norms, not 
discussed here, show patterns of a ternary system.26 Finally, Columella’s division of 
the iugerum, Rome’s land measurement, exhibits a mixture of duodecimal and decimal/
quinary elements.27
Clearly, archaic Rome knew both quinary/decimal and senary/duodecimal systems of 
reckoning, and in the mid Republic the two systems were habitually integrated. Could 
it be that the Servian monetary reform was responsible for a formal integration of the 
two reckoning scales? Contemporary Etruscan evidence, slim as it is, might suggest 
that some conceptual numerical change perhaps took place in the sixth century. For 
example, a recent study of Etruscan dice evidence shows that in the early seventh- to 
fifth century BC a new combination (namely, 1-6, 2-5, 3-4) had become the norm.28 The 
Servian monetary reform might have been part of a more general shift, that organized 
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the use of different numerical systems in an officially binding relation, re-tariffing an 
existing duodecimal system and combining it with a decimal one, known from the 
calculations of penalties, and in the third century used also for the so-called ‘sub-libral’ 
as. The current state of the evidence, alas, allows no decisive conclusion.
It is clear, however, that the Servian monetary reform was just one element of a much 
wider re-organization of the archaic Roman state. Combined with the introduction 
of the census, the comitia tributa, and the comitia centuriata, it created institutional 
mechanisms, which allowed the state to supervise its populace, distribute its members 
into units and classes and in accordance decide their privileges and obligations. Setting 
an official monetary standard to assess citizens’ wealth was a crucial factor in this fabric.
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Notes
1 Objects representing money derive their value, partly or wholly, from the social convention that 
designates them as money; Tobin 2008.
2 Thomsen 1980; Cornell 1995, 119–126.
3 Servius is credited also with expanding the city’s territory, fortifying it with a wall, and dedicating a 
temple to Diana to be a center of worship for all Latins.
4 This line of interpretation follows Last 1945; Cornell 1995, 179–197 esp. 190–194, who shows how the 
combination of the two comitiae enabled a proficient mechanism to carry out the census.
5 Mattingly 1943.
6 Plin. HN 33, 43; also, Cassiod. Var. 7.32.4. Varro, Annal. 3 apud Charisius, Gramm. ed. K. Barwick (1964²): 
0134 (= Keil, Gramm. Lat. 1, 105). Neither reconciles with the numismatic evidence.
7 Crawford 1974, 35–46, table in 44–45.; 1985, esp. 17–24.
8 Crawford 1985, 20.
9 Colum. 5, 1, 8–13.
10 Which slightly shifted upwards in the 270s to about 334g and 331g; Rutter 2001, 46–47.
11 Plin. HN 33, 42; Coarelli 2013.
12 Liv. 1, 43, 1–13; Dion. Hal. ant. 4, 16, 1–17, 4; Cornell 1995, 179–180.
13 Assuming: (1) Attic/Alexandrian drachma = denarius; (2) denarius = 10 ‘sextantal’ asses.
14 Festus (290 L), who relies on Varro’s lost rerum humanarum; Cic. orat. 46, 155–156.; Varro ling. 6, 
86–87.; Liv. 1, 60, 4. Mommsen 1887, 245; Cornell 1995, 180.
15 Plin. HN 33, 43; Gell. A. 6, 13; Festus (100 L); Cornell 1995, 183–184.
16 As inferred from the verb calare, ‘to call’ or ‘to summon’; Thomsen 1980, 176–177; Cornell 1995, 184.
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17 Rathbone 1993, 133, 136–137.
18 Fraccaro 1931; Cornell 1995, 181–185.
19 Rathbone 1993, 140.
20 Pol. 6, 23, 15, for the prima classis. 6, 19, 3, for the infantry.
21 Rathbone 1993.
22 Liv. 4, 59, 11–60, 8; Diod. 14, 16, 5; Crawford 1985, 21–23; Cornell 1995, 185–189.
23 Nicolet 1976, 27–29.
24 Ps.-Aur. Vict. vir. ill. 7, 8.
25 Plut. Vit. Publ. 11.
26 Pol. 6, 39, 2; Rathbone 1993, 151–152.
27 Colum. 5, 1, 8–13.
28 Artioli et al. 2011; Maras 2013.
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The paper offers a critical appraisal and discussion of the theme of the session, based 
on the papers contained in this section. Correspondences are identified across different 
cultural contexts and they are tied back to the broader debate about the nature and 
jurisdiction of early states.
The state has a long history of being essentialized, when not idolized, as an 
institution in Western European political thought. At least since Niccolò Machiavelli 
made it the center of his theoretical edifice,1 the presence of the state has been 
considered an indispensable precondition for any number of complex social traits, 
such as urbanism, professional armies, literacy, laws and, case in point, money.2 
For centuries, European scholars and politicians embedded within early modern 
monarchies, budding nations and, later, colonial empires have naturally tended to 
project the nature and attributes of their own polities back onto much earlier stages 
of state development. Rome, in particular, was identified as a model of all-powerful 
and all-encompassing political structure, under whose aegis highly regulated 
collective institutions would emerge and thrive.3 Specifically in the area of economy 
and exchange, influential theorizations envisioned a rigid top-down state-centered 
taxation system as the primary driver of development.4 Interestingly, a widespread 
skepticism about the economic rationality of premodern Mediterranean people5 
went hand-in-hand with a firm belief that a state like the Roman one had a tight 
control on production, exchange and, consequently, money. In parallel, the long 
tradition of classical numismatics, with its interminable catalogues of dies, types, 
moneyers and emperors, further contributed to cement an institutionalized notion 
of coinage, one in which the seigniorage of the state was absolute and unquestioned.
It is only in recent decades that monolithic views of ancient states have begun 
to be taken apart and deconstructed, making room for more nuanced formulations.6 
The essential issue concerns the nature and reach of early political aggregations, 
especially vis-à-vis other power structures within the emerging polities. Lineages, 
clans, social and religious groups and other corporate entities can operate, at least 
in part or at times, outside the direct control of the state.7 Occasionally, they might 
even work explicitly against it. Elite families promoted strife, attempted coups and 
carried out assassinations, sometimes prompting a temporary collapse of the political 
machinery. By the same token, they could perform functions that are traditionally 
considered exclusive prerogatives of the state: for instance waging private wars, or 
administering their own internal justice. Seen in this perspective, the progressive 
institutionalization of money (or the absence of this phenomenon) should not be 
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automatically seen as a proxy of the degree of political centralization displayed by a 
polity. There is a multitude of disparate scenarios in which different kinds of money 
can be produced and used. The very appearance of money, whether in the form 
of minted coins or not, should be seen as just one of many facets that economic 
behaviors can take. As it is convincingly argued in the introduction, subscribing to 
classic formalist dichotomies, like the one between money as token vs. money as 
commodity, or the one between coined metal and bullion, is ultimately not helpful, 
and impossible to implement incontrovertibly in any case. In a similar way, barter 
vs. money exchange or, in terms of the whole economy, market-driven vs. socially 
embedded are further examples of polar oppositions that cannot but ultimately 
obscure the rich complexity of actual behaviors.8
There is, therefore, a promising convergence between deconstruction of classic 
state theory and of formalist economic analysis that has the potential to shake 
entrenched certainties and yield important new results. The papers collected in this 
session provide a fascinating cross-section of economic phenomena in this sense 
and, taken together, make a powerful case for a context-sensitive, unpreconceived 
approach to this set of problems. Perhaps not surprisingly, first millennium BC Italy 
receives the lion’s share of the attention. This particular context is indeed eminently 
well suited to the illustration of the issues outlined above, precisely because in 
it money and state formation are blatantly uncoupled. Western central Italy in 
particular witnessed the emergence of dozens of city-based states that displayed 
a number of sophisticated traits, such as monumental construction, long-distance 
trade, constitutional reforms, a degree of literacy and much else, and yet for many 
centuries largely ignored the option of coinage (but not that of money), despite 
the widespread diffusion of the latter among peer neighboring Greek cities. It is 
clear from this regional trend, of which Rome is but one example, that states did 
not require minting as a sine qua non, just like, later in the case of Germany (as 
discussed by Wigg-Wolf, above), minting did not require state-level organization. 
Central Italian early polities, I have argued elsewhere, were in a sense “weak” 
states, dominated by powerful landed lineages that jealously retained many of the 
prerogatives they had had before the urbanization process.9 It makes sense that they 
were particularly unwilling to reify their political union by minting coins bearing 
the name of the political abstraction to which they only gingerly adhered.
Merav Haklai’s paper is a perfect illustration of how, even when early central 
Italian states underwent constitutional reorganizations that revolved around wealth 
classes, coinage was far from indispensable. Whatever might be our assessment of 
the historical reliability of the narrative about Servius Tullius,10 there is a general 
consensus that timocratic systems were common in the region long before coinage 
was introduced. Bronze weights were allegedly used to determine wealth classes, 
to levy fines and in other ways, with little evidence that the state was in any way 
involved in the production of ingots or even in controlling their quality. It needs to 
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be remembered that weight standards could not be guaranteed by any independent 
authority, so that even the weighing of metal would have necessarily been a socially 
embedded act. States could try to enforce weights, but each actual transactional 
application would be determined by the forces at play. Furthermore, it appears 
unlikely that patrimonies were actually kept in this form, given the predominance 
of land and livestock as forms of accumulation. The hundreds and thousands of 
kilos of bronze described in the texts would only materially appear when they were 
needed to pay a fine or make a major purchase. A context-dependent picture of this 
kind is also supported by the work of Andreas Murgan, which focuses specifically on 
the limited record of bars and other pieces of metal that are attested for this period 
from archaeological findings. Once again, the picture is far from uniform, and it 
does not map well onto the known distribution of state governments. Bronze bars 
and other pieces were used without a clear pattern in tombs, votive offerings and 
craft-oriented hoards. No state role in their production or measurement is visible 
to us, nor any evolution towards more complex forms. Indeed, in one rare case 
of an inscribed piece, a sanctuary seems to be involved as a possible issuer, again 
underscoring the fluidity of money production and circulation at the time. It makes 
clear that states did not have a monopoly on the creation of marked currency.
The transition to coins in Italy is the focus of other contributions in the session. 
Marleen Termeer’s case study retraces in the same deconstructionist perspective 
the emergence of coinage in the Roman state during the third and second centuries 
BC. What emerges clearly is that even at a time when a massive supra-ethnic 
territorial empire was coming together in Italy, tight state control on coinage was 
still not an absolute prerequisite. Indeed, a variety of ad hoc solutions to specific 
needs seem to have been routinely adopted. The value of coins was not guaranteed 
by the new empire, nor was their circulation tightly linked to its expanding political 
and military control. This is perfectly in line, by the way, with broader new theories 
about the nature of Roman expansion in Italy.11 Nicholas Borek’s paper, in a way, 
offers an illuminating counterpoint by looking at what was happening on the Greek 
side a few centuries before. The metrological analysis of hoards from southern 
Italy shows that, even in contexts where coinage was well established and states 
appeared to guarantee it, the actual practices around money were not necessarily 
all that different from what was happening further north. In many hoards, coins 
were clearly treated as lumps of metal that were only as valuable as their actual, 
rather than their nominal, weight. Despite striking them with beautiful dies, the 
issuing states could not determine how silver pieces were used, or what value 
was attributed to them in the different contexts in which they were used. This is 
particularly significant when one considers the paradigmatic role that has generally 
been attributed to Greek city-state governments as pioneers of moneying authority. 
If not even these states had a tight grip on currency use, one can only imagine what 
would happen everywhere else in the Mediterranean.
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Elon Heymans indeed takes us to the eastern shores to see how interesting 
patterns are detectable in the use of silver between the Bronze and the early Iron 
Age. Here, it is remarkable that second millennium BC states show little evidence 
of wanting to standardize the use of money in any way, Ingots and bars are rare 
and heterogeneously combined with metal scraps of all kinds. It is instead at the 
transition with the first millennium, in a moment of global crisis and political 
destructuration, that steps are taken towards a more universally shared practice 
of using silver pieces as money. The relationship with the state, in other words, 
is not only loose as in the other cases, but it is actually somewhat reversed in 
this particular instance, which of course is the one that sets the stage for the first 
introduction of struck coinage anywhere. So once again, in a highly significant 
historical context, the equation between state and money is falsified. A parallel 
conclusion can be drawn from the study of coinage in Germany and Gaul by David 
Wigg-Wolf. Expertly contrasting the situation in two northern peripheries of the 
Roman Empire, the paper offers incontrovertible evidence that articulated coinage 
systems could exist without strong state agency. The German case is particularly 
significant given the looseness of the prevailing local political structure at the 
time. The proximity to the Roman frontier was obviously a factor, but silver Roman 
denarii and their imitations were found deep into the region. Again, both in Gaul 
and in Germany, the social use of money varied by context, ranging from monetary 
exchange to hoarding and ornamentation. Political control, either Roman or local, 
had little role in shaping local practices. 
With remarkable coherence in spite of the variability in time, space and context, 
the papers collected here together make a strong case for questioning the commonly 
assumed direct link between state and money. Both terms of the equation are in 
fact undergoing deconstruction, leading to the dissolution of any direct causal links. 
Behaviors connected with money, in this light, appear difficult to categorize narrowly, 
or to predict. In a way, at each economic transaction the rules of the game had to be 
renegotiated and redefined, and cannot be taken for granted. Money can be accepted 
at face value or at its weight, social and symbolic codes may be layered in, but they 
will not be necessarily espoused by all the participants. Early states not only have 
very limited tools at their disposal to determine or influence these kinds of behavior, 
but it is even doubtful that they would have any interest in doing so. Typically, their 
regulatory action was tentative and focused on other areas, primarily having to do with 
political interaction amongst elites, with military command and with the creation of 
public spaces. Even in those contexts in which money played a central role, such as the 
determination of wealth classes, the levying of fines or the adjudication of auctions, 
early states had to accept that people would count and produce money in a variety of 
forms. No objective mechanisms existed—not even in terms of weight standardization—
so that each transaction would need to be individually negotiated and would always be 
open to controversy and possible conflict.
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Our understanding of the nature of early states has been changing in many other 
areas. Money was not an isolated Achilles’ heel of those early polities. There were 
a number of areas in which their power was limited and open to dispute. A few 
examples from early Italy will suffice. Their monopoly over legal violence within 
the city was impinged on by customary punishments within lineages and by elite 
unruliness in general. Outside the city, private wars could be waged and the public 
commands often devolved into warlordism.12 The real jurisdiction of the legal system 
was limited to a sort of arbitration between powerful aristocrats, who could decide 
to ignore its outcome. Gentilicial cults challenged the theoretical predominance of 
public ones.13 The state as a whole could be “revoked” by powerful factions who 
considered mobs, coups, political assassinations and outright civil war as perfectly 
legitimate options when the results of the constitutional game were deemed 
unacceptable.14 The list could go on. The point is that there can be no surprise that a 
fairly peregrine and abstract concept like that of money was not treated with more 
adherence to rules by elite participants in early states. They naturally applied to it 
the same ambivalence and pragmatism with which they looked at any other civic 
institution of the time. In their innovative perspective, therefore, the papers on 
money collected here make a very significant contribution to the deconstruction of 
classic ideas of state, as well as to the creation of a new, more context-sensitive and 
socially embedded vision of early political and economic transactions. 
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Notes
1 Hörnqvist 2004.
2 E.g. Service 1975; Haas 1982; Claessen – Oosten 1996.
3 Terrenato 2019, 1–31.
4 Hopkins 1980; van Wees 2013.
5 A stance known as economic primitivism; e.g. Finley 1973.
6 E.g. Yoffee 2005.
7 Blanton – Fargher 2008.
8 See the contributions in Humphrey – Hugh-Jones 1992.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION for CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
As one of the most enduring icons of economic life, money has 
been a common feature and central focus in complex societies 
from Antiquity to the present. It gained weight as a key feature 
of Mediterranean economies in the course of the first millennium 
BCE, mostly in the form of coinage. But money is more than just 
coin, and its significance is more pervasive than just to the strict 
sphere of “the economy”. 
In the ancient Mediterranean, money and its rise to prominence 
have been predominantly associated with the state. But can 
money only emerge under state authority? This volume questions 
the assumed relation between the spread of early forms of money 
and the state and draws attention to different ways in which money 
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